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The Shore / Alain Robbe-Grillet
Three children are walking along a beach. They walk side by side,
holding each other by the hand. They are about the same height, and
probably the same age: about twelve. The one in the center,
nevertheless, is slightly shorter than the other two.
Except for these three children, the long shore is empty. Th
band of sand is fairly wide, unbroken, free of scattered rocks and
water holes, sloping gently from the steep cliff, which seems
unending, to the sea.
The weather is fine. The sun illuminates the yellow sand with a
violent, vertical light. There is not a single cloud in the sky. Nor is
there any wind. The water is blue, calm, without a trace of a swell
coming in from the distance, although the beach faces the open sea
and the horizon.
But at regular intervals, a quick wave, always the same,
originating a few yards from the shore, suddenly rises and immediately
breaks. always along the same line. The water does not seem to move
forward, and then rush back; it is rather as if the whole movement
occurred in a stationary position. The swelling of the water produces
first a shallow trough, along the side next to the shore. and the wave
draws back slightly, with a rustling noise of gravel rolling; then it
bursts and spreads milkily over the slope of the beach's edge, but only
to recover the space which it had lost. At most, a stronger surge rises ,
here and there, to moisten, for a moment, a few extra inches of sand.
And all is again motionless, the sea, flat and blue. stationary at
precisely the same height on the yellow sand of the beach, on which
the three children walk side by side.
They are blond, and almost the same color as the sand: their
skin a little darker, their hair a little lighter. All three are dressed in
the same way, short trousers and sleeveless shirts, both of a faded
thick blue cloth. They are walking side by side, holding each other by
the hand, in a straight line, parallel to the sea and parallel to the cliff,
almost equidistant between the two, yet a little closer to the water.
The sun, now at the zenith, throws no shadow at their feet.
In front of them the sand is absolutely unmarked, yellow and
smooth from the rock cliff to the water. The children walk forward in
a straight line, at a constant pace, without the slightest movement to
either side, calmly and holding each other by the hand. Behind them
the. sand, barely damp, is marked by three lines of footprints left by
their bare feet, three regular series of similar and equally spaced
prints, clearly hollowed out, and without a seam.
The children look straight ahead. They never glance at the high
cliff, on their left, or at the sea, with its little waves breaking
periodically, in the other direction. Nor, even more certainly, do they
tum around to look behind them at the space which they have
covered. They continue on their way with a rapid and uniform step.

In front of them, a flock of sea birds walk briskly along the
shore, just at the edge of the waves. They move parallel with the
children, in the same direction, about a hundred yards farther on. But,
as the birds do not move as fast as they, the children gain upon them.
And while the sea constantly wipes out the starry tracks of the birds,
the children's footsteps remain clearly inscribed in the barely damp
sand, in which the three lines of footsteps grow longer and longer.
The depth of these footprints is unchanging: a little less than an
inch. They are not deformed either by a crumbling of the edges or by
an excessively deep impression of the heel, or of the toe. They appear
as if punched out by machine in an upper, and more maleable, crust of
the beach.
Thus their triple line extends, always farther, and seems at the
same time to grow narrower, to slow down, to blend into a single line,
which separates the beach into two bands, throughout its length, and
which comes to an end in a tiny mechanical movement, far off,
occurring as if in a stationary position: the alternate lifting and setting
down of six bare feet.
But as the bare feet move farther along, they gain upon the birds.
Not only do they cover the ground rapidly, but the relative distance
which separates the two groups diminishes even faster, compared
with the space already covered. Soon there is only the gap of a few
steps between them....
But, when the children finally seem about to catch up with the
birds, there is a flapping of wings as the birds take flight, first one,
then two, then ten.... And the whole flock, white and gray, describes
a curve above the sea as it returns to light upon the sand and begins to
walk quickly again, always in the same direction, just at the edge of
the waves, about a hundred yards farther on.
At this distance, the movements of the water are almost
imperceptible, except for a sudden change in- color. every ten
seconds, at the moment when the dazzling foam shines in the
sunlight.
Heedless of the footprints that they continue to press so
precisely into the bare sand, indifferent to the little waves on their
right, to the birds--now flying, now walking--that advance before
them, the three blond children walk along side by side, with a rapid
and uniform step, holding each other by the hand.
Their three sunburned faces, darker than their hair, look alike.
They have the same expression: serious, thoughtful, perhaps
concerned. Their features are also identical, although, obviously, two
of the children are boys and the third a girl. The girl's hair is just a
little longer, a little bit more curly. and her limbs appear a shade
more slender. But her clothes are exactly the same: short trousers
and sleeveless shirt, both of a faded thick blue cloth.
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The girl is at the far right, next to the sea. At her left walks the
boy who is slightly less tall. The other boy, nearest the cliff, is as tall
as the girl.
Before them extends the smooth, unbroken sand. as far as the
eye can see. On their left rises the wall of brown rock, almost vertical,
and seemingly unending. On their right. motionless and blue out to
the horizon, is the flat surface of the water, bordered by a sudden
hem, which immediately bursts and spreads out in white foam.
Then, ten seconds later, the wave which wells up hollows out
again the same shallow trough, on the side next to the beach, with a
rustling noise of gravel rolling.
The tiny wave unfurls; the milky foam again climbs up the slope
of sand, recovering the few inches of lost space. During the silence
that follows, the tolling of a bell, from very far away, reverberates dimly
in the quiet air.
"There's the bell," says the smallest of the children, the boy who
is walking in the middle.
But the noise of the gravel sucked in by the sea muffles the weak
echoes of the bell. Only at the end of the wave cycle can a few sounds,
distorted by the distance, be heard again.
"It's the first bell," says the tall boy.
The tiny wave unfurls, on their right.
When silence returns, they hear nothing further. The three
blond children still walk at the same regular pace, holding each other
the hand. In front of them the flock of birds, only a few steps away,
1s suddenly overcome by a contagious excitement. The birds flap their
wings and fly upward.
They describe the same curve above the sea, and return to light
upon the sand and begin to walk quickly again, always in the same
direction, just at the edge of the waves, about a hundred yards farther
on.

?Y

"Maybe it isn't the first," says the small boy, "maybe we didn't
hear the other one. before. . . ."
"We would have heard it the same as this one," the tall boy
answers.
The children have not in any way changed their pace; and the
same footprints, behind them, continue to appear, as they walk
forward, under the six bare feet.
"We weren't as near before," says the girl.
After a moment, the taller of the two boys, the one next to the
cliff, says:
"We still aren't near."
And all three walk on in silence.
They remain silent thus until the bell, still just as faint, sounds
again in the quiet air. The taller of the boys says then, "There's the
bell." The others make no answer.

The birds, as the children are about to overtake them, flap their
wings and fly upward, first one, then two, then ten...."
.
Then the whole flock is again back upon the sand, moving along
the shore, about a hundred yards ahead of the children.
The sea continually wipes out the starry tracks left by their feet.
The children, on the other hand, who are walking closer to the cliff,
side by side, holding each other by the hand, leave behind them deep
prints, in a triple line which stretches out parallel to the seashore,
down the long beach.
On the right, near the edge of the motionless, flat water. and
always at the same spot, the same small wave wells up and breaks.

THE SHORE appeared in an Alain
Robbe-Grillet collection titled
SNAPSHOTS (1968, Grove Press, Inc.).

Alain Robbe-Grillet and the New Novel /Karlis Racevskis
The writings of Alain Robbe-Grillet are best understood in the
context of the French literary movement known as the New Novel--a
tenn used to designate the particular practice and theory marking the
development of the French novel in the 1950's. The principal
representatives of the movement were Nathalie Sarraute, Michel
Butor, Claude Simon, Robert Pinget, Marguerite Duras, Claude Ollier.
and Claude Mauriac. Robbe-Grillet was not only one of the better
kn?wn members of the group but also its principal theoretician and.
:'7"hile the authors had all their own different individual approaches and
interests, Robbe-Grillet's theorizing gave the movement a cohesion
and commonality of purpose that justified the designation of "new" for
all their works.
The one common issue uniting the group was the perceived
need to change the accepted conception of the novel. To do this, the
Ne~ ~ovelists inverted the traditional approach to writing: instead of
claiming to represent or express reality, they showed reality as a
product of writing, as the outcome of textual production. The act of
writing therefore became all-important and self-generating. It did not
deny the ~xistence of reality, however, but brought out the highly
problematic natu:e of representation by highlighting all the tacitly
accepted conventions that oversee traditional ways of fictionalizing the
real.
I~ h~s own work, in order to avoid the processes of
naturaliz~tion that have always served traditional approaches, Alain
Robbe-Gnllet describes a world reduced to its surface manifestations.
T~us, objects are no longer seen to symbolize or represent states of
mind,_ but are concrete elements making up the contents of a
consc1ou~ness; they are simply optical resistances or, at best. supports
for a van_ety of fr_ames of mind. The novel becomes the transcription
of sense 1mpress10ns, the description of a world of stimuli acting on
our various senses. The effect of novels such as Jealousy is
cinemagraphical in nature. The text presents the inner film of a
consciousness that unrolls its sequences of images and proceeds by
means .of sense and sound associations from one level of mental
activity to another. Such a process no longer allows us to distinguish
~etwe~n p~rceptions of reality, fantasy, and memory. At the same
time, 1t stnves to draw the reader into the text, inviting us to witness
the very process of literary creation and to become part of the
organizing consciousness of the narrative.
_In traditi~nal litera~ure, the plot is the mimetic ordering of a
narrative accordmg to which every element in a story is made to
function in terms of the story's eventual resolution and of its
fundamental aesthetic or philosophical purposes. It is also a device
employed to promote the consumption of literature, to gratify the
reader's desire to be entertained. The New Novelists find this
procedure to be a self-deluding claim to encapsulate some part of an

impossibly vast and multifaceted world of events; it is an attempt to
impose upon the world an order that is patently contrived, one that
obeys the self-serving purpose of unacknowledged socio-cultural
themes.
Thus the New Novelists worked to oppose, not only a literary
regime, but a socio-cultural order as well. When Robbe-Grillet was at
Wright State University in 1982, he pointed out, for example. that he
writes to make his readers aware of a whole mythical dimension that
encompasses speaking and writing at any given socio-historical
juncture. He uses the elements that have a characteristically mythical
function in our culture and deploys them in his texts in order to
deconstruct the various myths to which we are all subject. By
displaying and manipulating these elements as concrete objects or
images, Robbe-Grillet dissipates the depth of their mysterious power
and influence. In this sense, his ambition is more than simply literary
-it aims at nothing less than the invention of a new mode of humanity,
of being human. Robbe-Grillet finds that his work reproduces an
ongoing struggle between established order and the spirit of
resistance--or the desire for freedom. The established order, for him,
is the figure of the white adult male, while the spirit of freedom is
embodied by women, children, and blacks.
Official, common-sensical and, therefore, limited notions of what
it is to be human must be discredited, because they validate the
present state of affairs; they are forms of epistemological appropriation
of human beings that have allowed economic appropriation and
exploitation--in socialist as well as capitalist regimes. For the New
Novelists, effective changes become possible only as a result of
revolutions in the processes that create and validate meaning.
Literature, in this regard, has a crucial role to play in our civilization
and the neglect or disregard of literature can only fortify those
mechanisms interested in maintaining the current distribution of
power and prestige.
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So as to embrace the ideas of "death-in-life," Le., the
death of the old self and the birth of the new Self. The simultaneous
experience of life and death.
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THE WAR PRISONER'S UNIFORM* / Naguib Mahfouz
ALEXANDRIA / Faiza Shereen

In dre~s, the substance of my days,
your air caresses my skin;
the gentle whispers of your waves
~ing in ~y ears--recalling
images imprinted in the golden sands
of beaches
long forsaken.
"A string of pearls"
gently laid around the curve
of folding blue.
And there: the sentinel
from many legends stands
the watchman of your harbor
impervious to change.
·
I'm there.
And he, the lighthouse.
watches my return.
"You come and go,
and seek refuge
in foreign lands,
beyond the dark, deep seas.
But here you are,
through time and space,
enclosed by all the air
and earth and sea
that sparked your life."
Reality dissolves.
The riddle of the Sphinx
renews the dreams.
The years of sand.
I'm there.
The folding blue returns to you.
Seduced. Recalled.
To golden sands of beaches
apparently forgotten.

Whenever the train pulled in at Alzaqaziq** station, Jahsha--the
cigarette vendor--was first to rush in. The station was his territory;
with extraordinary activity, he would approach the rails, hunting for
prospective customers with his small. experienced eyes.
When asked about his job, he would curse it; for, like others, he
was pessimistic and condemned his luck. If he had the choice, he
would have wished to be some rich man's chauffeur, wearing a
gentleman's suit and eating from the Bey's*** kitchen, accompanying
the Bey, both summer and winter, to the choicest places, constantly
being entertained while earning his living.
He had private reasons and secret yearnings for such a job since
the day he had seen Ghar flirting with Nabawyah, the maid of the
district deputy. Once he had heard him telling her as he rubbed his
hands gleefully: "Soon I'll be coming with the ring." The girl had
smiled coyly. raising the tip of her head cover as though to fix it, but in
fact deliberately revealing her oiled-down, raven-black hair. The sight
set Jahsha's heart aflame and he felt the anguish of envy: her black
eyes caused him pain and suffering. He used to follow her, crossing
her path whenever he could. And if he caught her at an empty street
comer, he would repeat what Ghar once told her: "Soon I'll be coming
with the ring." But she would turn her head away and raise her
eyebrows, saying scornfully: "Better get yourself some clogs instead."
He looked at his thick, bare feet--they looked like a camel's
hooves--his dirty clothes, his dusty cap. He said to himself: "This is the
cause of my misery and my misfortune." He envied Ghar and lusted for
his job. But wishing did not change his predicament. He satisfied
himself with dreaming as he continued to earn a living with hard
work.
That evening, he carried his cigarette tray to .Alzaqaziq station,
waiting for business. He looked at the horizon and saw the train
approaching like a cloud of smoke. Bit by bit, the huge frame of the
train became distinct. and its roaring became louder, until it stopped
at the station. Jahsha rushed to the train cars. To his amazement, he
saw armed guards at the doors and strange faces with tired eyes
looking out of the windows. The curious crowds were told that these
were the Italian war prisoners who had been caught by their enemy
and were being taken to prison.
Confused, J ahsha stood staring at the dusty faces. He felt
depressed knowing that these miserable faces could not afford to buy
his cigarettes. Yet, he watched them eyeing his cigarette tray greedily.
Throwing them a glance of scornful dismissal. he decided to go back
where he had come from. Just then he heard someone shouting at him
in Arabic with a foreign accent: "Cigarettes!"
Jahsha looked at the man with surprise and rubbed his thumb
and forefinger: Money. The soldier understood and nodded. Jahsha

* BADIATO AL ASSIR. This story takes place during WWII.
** Alzaqaziq is a small town north of Cairo. It was a transit point used by the British
anny.

*** Bey is a title of honor, of Turkish origin, used in Egypt to indicate social status.
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approached him and stopped at a distance, out of his reach. The
soldier took off his jacket and said: "This is my money."
J ahsha stared with amazement and covetousness at the grey
jacket with the gold buttons. Not wanting to get hooked by the Italian's
bait, J ahsha, with apparent calmness, showed him one pack of
cigarettes and reached out to take the jacket. The soldier scowled and
shouted: "Just one pack for a jacket? Give me ten."
Alarmed, Jahsha stepped back, but he was overcome with greed.
He pretended to go off; the soldier shouted at him: "Give me a
reasonable amount ... nine or eight."
Again, Jahsha shook his head, pretending to leave. The soldi r
asked for six then went down to five; Jahsha waved his hand in refusal,
sitting on the bench.
"Come here. I'll be satisfied with four," the maddened soldier
shouted.
Jahsha did not give heed, and to show his lack of interest, he lit
a cigarette and proceeded to puff slowly with indulgent pleasure. The
soldier steamed with anger and, as though his only goal were to
acquire cigarettes, he reduced his request to three then to two.
Jahsha remained seated, trying to suppress his excitement and greed.
But when the soldier asked for two, he twitched. Noticing the
involuntary action, the soldier held out the jacket to him, saying:
"Here!"
Jahsha stood up, reached the train, grabbed the jacket and gave
the soldier the two packs. He eyed the jacket with full satisfaction. A
smile of victory sho ed on his lips. He put his cigarette tray on the
bench, wore the jacket and buttoned it up. It hung loose but he did not
care. He was proud as a peacock, and lifting his tray, started marching
through the station, humming proudly. He Visualized Nabawyah in her
Melayah * and mumbled: "If only she could see me now, she would
never ignore me, or tum away from me in disdain. Nor can Ghar feel
any prouder than I." But he remembered that Ghar wore a whole suit.
not just a jacket; so how to find a pair of trousers? He pondered,
turning to the soldiers who looked out of the windows of the train.
Greed filled his heart, confusing him again. He got into the train and
shouted brazenly: "Cigarettes ... cigarettes. A pack for a pair of
trousers if you don't have money! A pack for a pair of trousers!"
He repeated his call. Fearing not to be understood, he pointed at
his jacket and waved a pack of cigarettes. His efforts succeeded in
achieving the required effect. A soldier started to take off his jacket
but Jahsha stopped him, pointed at his trousers. The soldier shrugged
his shoulders and listlessly took off his trousers, and the exchange was
completed. Eagerly, Jahsha grabbed the trousers and, retreating to his
usual place, put them on. In a minute he became an Italian soldier ....
But what was missing? Too bad that these soldiers wore no fezzes. But
they were wearing boots. He had to have boots to compete with Ghar.
So he carried his tray and jumped into the train, shouting: "Cigarettes .
.. a pack for a pair of boots ... a pack for a pair of boots."

* Me lay ah is an unsewn garment wom by women of lower social strata. It is wrapped
around the body as an outer covering.

He resorted to sign language as he had done the first time. But
before he could find a customer, the train whistled, alarming all the
guards to activity. The dark clouds were filling the station, the night
bird flying in the sky. Jahsha stood still, disappointed and frustrate~.
then stepped off the train. When the train started to move, a g~ard in
the front car noticed him; he shouted angrily in English, then in
Italian: "Get on ... get on the train, Prisoner!"
Jahsha did not understand. Sarcastically, he started to imitate
the guard, feeling secure that the train was !11-oving away. The ,~uard
shouted at him again: "Get on ... I am wammg you ... get on!
.
Jahsha stuck his tongue out at him disgracefully, turned his back
and walked away. The guard shook his fist threateningly. He pointed
his gun at J ahsha . . . and shot. A deafening noise broke out,
.
accompanied by a scream of pain and shock. Jahsha froze and his tray
fell from his hands, scattering the cigarette boxes and matches. Then
Jahsha fell to the ground--dead.

translated.from the Arabic by Faiza Shereen and Fahrni AbboushL

ABOUT NAGUIB MAHFOUZ / Faiza Shereen

Naguib Mahfouz, the leading Egyptian novelist, was the recipient
of the 1988 Nobel Prize in Literature. Born in 1912, Mahfouz grew up
in Cairo, where he studied philosophy and later became a ciVil servant.
He has published more than forty books (n?vels, novellas, and
collections of short stories); he has also wntten a play and more than
30 film scripts based on his novels. Twelve of his books have been
translated into English. Mahfouz's famous characters--creations th_at
come remarkably to life--and his experimentation with the narrative_
form have given him his outstanding reputation throughout the Arabic
speaking nations. He is, however, a _figure of some ~ontroversy.
According to one journalist, his realism and reputatio1:1 as a fre~
thinker have dampened his popularity among some circles. While
Mahfouz's literary career spans half a century, ~e has 01:1-ly beco°:e
available to the Western world with the translation of his works i~to
various European languages during the last twenty years or so. It is no
wonder, then, that acknowledgement from the West was late to come.
Mahfouz's production, according to the announcement from the
Swedish Academy, "has meant a powerful upswing for tI:e nove~ as a
genre and for the development of th~ literary language in Arabic- .
speaking cultural circles. The range is however great~r than that. His
work speaks to us all ...." Mahfouz transforms the hter~ ~enre-
narrative fiction--by adopting forms from the Western traditio? and
adapting them to the demands of his own fiction. He has. at times,
been compared to Boccaccio, Dickens, and Kafka.
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Rudraksh / Ira Cohen

You told all the shadows to dance for me
but in my heart the clock stood still
for Death on New Road,
there in the platinum pendulum & reflected
in th glass din face of Buddha
Wh twas that dog canying a fl tten d corpse
with no back 1 gs
startling us on the way
down the hill?
Is it normal that the animals
scream every night, that my legs & heart
ache so in the futile attempt to capture
a dream of flowers
bursting thru the concrete corpse of
humankind?
Death was not trapped in the broken cage
outside the temple of the Virgin Goddess
He was merely taunting the enraged eye of
the casual beholder

& shame
ducts & fangs & vents
which disclose terror
in the poisoned calyx
Death in the arms of a winged Garuda
holds a machete to chop the flesh of
animal hunger.
Death in the arms of death
wears a mask in the shape of
a skull & makes
everyone laugh in the street
We are strung out on bones
Wake up O living entities
How long will you sleep in
the lap of the Maya Witch?
JIVAJAGGO! JIVAJAGGO!

I will try to keep all blood inside these veins
though it yearns to sate your thirst
There is a knocking at my heart,
don't mistake it for a stranger -P. V. her lips are dry

Death shambling thru the stars,
0 a shambler of stars, a starshambler
There is still enough light to read by
It's time for a new purple calf, Jenifer,
slow violin music -- tape stretching,
your hand caressing my left ear -
Intercut Death coming over walls,
climbing over the smoky horizon,
clock towers and a bright patch of silver,
all the many deaths coming one after
another,
everything wearing the face of Death,
the untold millions all of them laughing
Dodging their henchmen they carry with them
the unsigned contracts
The price of meat is going up & we
will vacate tomorrow
The legions of starfaced ones bearing down
the long avenues of pain
assemble, licked clean in flame of holocaust

photo by Ira Cohen
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IX / Charles Henri Ford

You see the shadows sharpest
When their unharnessed days
Are no sooner self-abiding than absconding
Nomadic herdsmen of an endless tribe
Wanderings renewed the wanderers constant
Enveloped in psychic sickness or any other aura
Expense of spirit in a waste of shame
The bee whispering in your ear then buzzing off
Not the last but the next to last way to go
Taking it all with you leaving it all behind
As we do every day when it's not the other way
around
I mean being left nothing nor taking anything
Winner and loser in one's particular precinct
The consequence being inconsequential

XXIII / Charles Henri Ford

Dressed in a dhoti with scarf of yellow silk
Involatile as a charioteer on a visit to Uddhava's
stud farm
The image is waiting for a hand to be laid on its
forehead
Just as we must wait for the sun to burn away the
mist
And to be told you are beautiful
Knowing that what stands revealed may be either
real or unreal
So long as we know not what it is but what it means
Whether gold in the morning silver at noon or
lead at night
All that is sharp is short
Happy the corpse the rain rains on
Tennyson a lad of fourteen wrote on a rock
Byron is dead
The time of de-lousing is a cancelled occasion
The King murdered in his castle was buried
privately his eyes like piss-holes in the snow
On the grave sits a young frog undisturbed by the
cold winter wind

Charles Henri For

/ photo by Ira Cohen
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XXXIII / Charles Henri Ford

SEHNSUCHT / ivan arguelles

The will to change is effort wasted you don't
choose your roles they choose you
'The more you kill the more you gain'--but only
for as long as a mustard seed can stand up
right on a cow's horn
I am the coher nee I don't care what you ar I
only care if I love you
To suck your tongue (unmelting strawberry) the
stones of memory are the ones that sprout
A bafflement of meanings
But_ the human all too human is always ordinary
Accidents of proximity create our lives
Beauty gets its way ugliness has to pay

I never thought it would be you
in whose pellucid azure eyes I would fall
my botticelli painting your mouth a hazard
I never expected the thing to be so remote
the urge to be both so ephemeral and so ethereal
on different continents we propose the same beauty
to be consummated in diverse styles of art
only that the secret be the most intense
& that the function be subservient to the form
I remember other passing hallucinations
other passionate deceptions heralded by a sign
like a flying fish or an exotic eye winking
or the curl ,of blond hair over the left eye
do I mean heraldic as in noble?
"the intention to receive knowledge by rote
is not my purpose but to expl~re t~e. whole terrain"
subjective occurrences yes as 1n twilight
you wear these "clothes" carry that "briefcase" .
.
encountering harsh opposition in the office of information
what do I know of the other side?
how can I speak to the dream that I cannot see?
two europes divide their gnomic ~ctivity
and in you the either side of the V1stula floods
.
but to excuse yourself from the demimonde of learnmg
capturing in rapture a certain naif nocturne
pursuing that alternate excellence of the NOUS
careful to avoid the intricacies of the Wheel
that turns through the unnumbered buddhist hells

And the birds of paranoia
Twitter at dawn
But we have already listened to them
All night, in our dreams

Hendrix bust~d in Toronto... He's not the only
maharaJ ah wears bonnets of the unbelievable

XXXVII / Charles Henri Ford

Skinning back the living teeth of Asia
It will rain all night I said
My love may not be pure but it is complete
And poetry is a lyric wisdom or it doesn't last
A quiet dawn and sleep in the body asks, 'What
have you done to me?'
Lovers with nacreous longhis are trapped in their
loggias
With houses as with people, you love them you
use them you leave them
Who belongs most to which
Writing comes out, aura to attract no one for there
is no one to attract
Sway, banana leaf, I too am swaying I know how
you feel
Living as though we had all the time in the world- and we had, and we have

Donald Fuston

we're counting
how many elephants are left
with an abacus made of ivory
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Brazilian News/Amazon Jungle Blues / Valery Oisteanu
It's the dawn of a new pandemonium
At Radio Free Brazil, a predawn vertical insertion
Coming to you live from Atlantis Copacabana
Dance Brazil, Bon gia, Cartocas
Good morning nak d buns of Rio, of er ol girls
This is Val ry Gall ry from th Global Patrol with a brazen b at
Rhythmic mov m nts in th Atlanti surf
Palm tre s are swaying and sp rmatozoids ar dying
Suddenly, I am a nervous man of Ipanema
Looking for my friends and Polaroids
Sylvia, Bea, Lulu, Julio, Rainbows
I love you with my red parrot heart
Samba drums are ringing in my ears
Ruth and I in a cable car up Sugar Loaf
To Beja Flor, to Carnival on top of the hill
Orgasmic floods of lights and sensual rapture
Rio menus Dio--"Rio minus God"
Rio menus Dio--"Rio without God"
Sensual asses of mulatto women
Gyrating, twirling like electric yo-yo's
Riding fast in drunken cars (alcohol engines)
Stay tuned for more libidinous news
This is Valery Gallery
On location on Costa da Sol, Costa Verde,
Buzios, tropical islands, Jaguarum and
Itacurusa--the names are Indian
But where are the Indians?
Only 220,000 left
Where is the medicine man, the Krahos, the Yanomomos, the Tucunas
In reservations, far away in the Amazon
There is the other side of paradise
The sad news- -the rain forest is burning
The jungle of my dreams is aflame
Ecocide and ethnocide
The rivers are polluted with mercury
From gold prospectors
Chico Mendez, the Amazonian Gandhi
With a bottle of brandy, is dead
While the ranchers are getting richer
Chico Mendez, the romantic bandito,
Dead at 45 protecting the Amazone
Protecting the last echo oasis
The guitars are weary tonight
The guitars are wearing black garter belts
Elsewhere in Sao Paulo
Augusto De Compos signing his new book, "From Margin to Margin"

And his brother Haroldo is mocking him
"Poetry in a time of hunger?"
Augusto asks, Hunger in a time of _poetry?
And the toilets in Rio are called piss-rooms
Elsewhere someone is getting shot in the back
Someone is getting raped
Resist, Rio, resist, rebel,
AIDs is spreading in the favelas
The poverty breeds despair and revolution
The neuvo cannibals
Fear is lurking in the hearts of the degenerate and decadent
Macumba drums, psychotic, fanatic, frantic, enigmatic
And above all on top of Corcovado, Christ the redeemer
Boom, Jesus is watching forgivingly
Actually, Christ is a woman
With her arms extended over the sinners of Rio
With the sun-scorched wings, Jesus is ready to hang-glide
Hang-glide over the bay like Icarus
Stretch your arms, close your eyes, fly with me,
On Radio Free, XYZ, 93-43
On Radio Free Valery fly with me fly with me

THE PYRAMID / David Chorlton

Beneath a grassy
pyramid, the earth
shifts as a city's
ruins settle
into a bed
of ceremonial plumes,
crushed altars
and burst walls
that once enclosed
a sanctuary. Not
a heartbeat remains
inside the mound
except in the one
sealed room
that survives where
the throne was
raised, and now
holds nothing
but darkness and
the warbler
who sings there
without rest.

•

I

I
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THE DOE / DWIGHT THOMPSON
THE TURKS / David Chorlton

While Turks are sleeping
their hair grows an inch, and a layer
of velvet appears on their cheeks;
the towers in their cities
become taller and fantastic
in stalagmitic skylines, their shirts
fill with imaginary wind
as they hang in dark bedrooms,
and shoes curl
into the shapes of their ancestors.
Turks in dreamboats
hike to the ivory cliffs and limestone caves
to explore nocturnal cavities
in their country's wildest province
where the earth's bones
have surfaced. This
is their longest journey. Somebody wipes
the reflections from rivers
while the air is black, and when the Turks
step into daylight, long moustaches bristling
and smiles like swords across their faces,
such are their shadows
as to reach far into the ground beneath them.

IS LOSING LEAVING
OR JUST BEING
LEFf BEHIND?
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SPRING'S IAST WILD ROSE

LET BE HEARD THE ESCAPING SHUFFLE

THE WIND

OF A FLEETING DREAM.

THROUGH A BROKEN WINDOW

THE DOE. I KNOW HER.

PANE

SHE THOUGHT

KEEPS WHAT'S LOST

IT WAS ALL HERE- --- -TO STAY.

ALONE.

SHE'S NOW THERE

THE DOE. I KNOW HER.

TENSE

SHE WATCHES FROM A DISTANCE

AND ALONE

THE OLD SHACK BOARDED UP

WHERETO GO

THE MINER'S GONE AWAY.

TO STAY NOW?

AND THE NEW HIGH WAY

SHE HAD TURNED

CUTS THROUGH THE MOUNTAIN

QUICKLY

WITH A ROAR

JUST FOR A MOMENT

THE REINCARNATION OF A SOUND

SO SWW. THE DOE
STATUE - LIKE SHE WAITS

A FLASH

FOR THE MINER'S GONE AWAY.

FLOOD
1WEN1Y YEARS BEFORE.

STILL

THE VALLEY REMEMBERS.

I

THE WIND

CAN'T SAY

HAS LOST ITS RUSTLING VOICE

IF LOSING IS AT ALL

BECAUSE THE TREES HAVE ALL DIED

LEAVING

AND LEFT

OR JUST BEING

NO CHILDREN THERE.

LEFT

AND THE DAMNING OF THE STREAM

FROM SOMEWHERE
FARTHER UP

BEHIND.
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THE WRECK / DWIGHT THOMPSON

ALL THAT IS LETT
OF THOSE WHO SAILED TOGETHER
LONG BEFORE
ON A SHIP OF BOOKSTORES AND BARS
THROUGH THE STAR ALLEYS
BEYOND THE BOUNDS OF PRACTICED HORIZONS
AND THE EVERYDAY ROUTINE OF PREDICTABLE SUNS.
THOSE DHARMA BUMS
WHOSE EARLY SHOUTS OF JOY AND TERROR
WERE HEARD ONLY BY THE WIND
AND THE MOON
WHO PULLED WAVES INTO
THE WAKING OF GIANTS BENEATH THE FOAM
THAT ROAMED LIKE HUNTERS
FOR THOSE WHO SAILED
ALONE
LEAVING THEIR BONES
AS FOOD FOR THE YOUNG
IN THAT SEARCHING SEA.
THERE IS NO MESSAGE
IN THAT WOMAN SHAPED GLASS---

AN EMPTY BOTTLE CORKED

ONLY THAT SHE IS THERE

CARELESSLY CAST

ON THAT BEACH

AND WASHED ASHORE

FOR THOSE WHO SEE
AND REMEMBER.

Umbrella Trees / Robert Hill Long

Parasites / Robert Hill Long

It's not long till morning. Two balding m en in wine-sp otted
tuxedo shirts keep the empty hotel ballroom fully lit to argu e the fine
points of cigar ash, the sugar content of cognacs. A hundred miles
s outh, a line of hungry white pelicans glides between ro e-tipped Gulf
sw ells. A cemetery mule shakes dew off its ears, gives its teth r a
h ealthy jerk, pushes its head between headstones to rop th
r ss. In
the cathedral, mice sniff around the communion rail, th n r
usual to the choir-robe closet.
St reetlights dim. Night-shift taxis switch off fog 1·gh t , b ng
manhole covers all the way back to the garage. The boulevards of wid
h omes and colonial oaks give off a humid odor of sleep long after dawn .
On other streets--pinched, potholed, jammed with shotgun houses
and the barking of strays--the only silence left is the silence of
umbrella trees: their torch-white blossoms held straight up, still
tightly furled.
A man under the train bridge, wrapped in last Sunday's paper,
m ay bite the inside of his lip as the aroma of coffee and home fri es
drifts over the levee. But it's the image of a woman laughing into a
pillow that fills his mouth with spit. He watches a tug wallow
upstream, a shirtless boy whistling and pissing off its stem. He'd like
to piss a healthy clear arc like he used to, champagne-drunk on a
twelfth floor balcony, hearing it hit the river with a faint fizz while his
wife--naked except for his boiled shirt-front and cummerbund--snored
on the floor.
Seven a.m. The buggy-driver pushes a new plastic geranium
through the peak of his mule's straw hat, adjusts her blinders before
h_amessing the tourist buggy. In the flowerbed off the main square, a
city laborer kneels, singing loudly in Spanish as he uproots dead
annuals. River-mist is already smoking off the fronds of palms, off the
monsignor's wide sailcloth parasol.

The lacy ferns which fetch the highest greenhouse prices grow
rank and out of reach downtown, in cracked stone columns and eaves
of buildings like this museum--a survivor of three colonial languages.
On the s teps, a boy peels last week's sunburn from his arms, flings
dead skin to the plaza pigeons. Inside, his parents take a quick bored
tour of relics--cutlasses, candle molds, leg irons, wax figures in period
costume.
When the overcast morning lightens, the shou ts of muledrivers
ca rry farther, echo in the museum arcade where two cannons aim
across the river they were meant to guard forever. Touring
schoolchild ren reach into the cannon mouths to tou ch the moldy
cork, then pull back laughing. Their fingers are blackish-green with
what the teacher calls "living history."
Across the square, a wife nags her husband t o have his portrait
done in pastel or w atercolor, so she can carry a bit ·of the city's color
to their drab, weedy parish. The artist's fence-hung gallery features
celebrities copied from magazine poses. At the wife's feet, pigeons stab
at crumbs falling from the half-eaten biscuit she w aves to support her
argument. At last the husband consents to be pictured, but only in
charcoal.
The afternoon continues to lighten. On the museum's facade,
blackened plaster a nd exposed brick affirm their kinship to the river
silt and clay from which they were reared. The head curator--bald,
anemic, a h istory b uff--complains to everyone who visits his austere
office that the ferns are parasites: they break d own the mortar, they
weaken the structure. The roofs too slippery to r each them with
herbicides; h e proposes exterminating the pigeons instead. But the
rest of the day eases past with no lasting decision reached.
At dusk , a wino steps out from the darkenin g arcade and
unslings his broken-necked guitar. His voice wobbles and cracks; his
torn, rope-b elted pants drive the last sightseers off the steps and
benches. Behind him, the Confederate submarine is slightly more
oxidized from all the small moist hands laid a gainst it. The pigeons
have picked the plaza clean, they clatter u p among the ferns t o r oost.
Outside history, in ordinary darkness, they nod, puff out iridescent
ruffs, sleep.
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Harold Wright

Memory of Tohoku*/ YasukoAkiyama
we slept in a rest room, remember?
when fog filling the mountain pass
made our descent impossible,
a rainstorm broke, and to the rest room we fled
two tall women,
short-cropped hair,
by bicycle we wandered
a month in Tohoku

a Universal Truth
in a river bed,
I sit down on a flat stone
to hatch out my life.

mistaken for men until we spoke
"you two can do it, if anyone can"
our close friends had said
certain we could accomplish anything
we didn't bathe,
unkempt by choice,
denying our gender a liberating Joy

"No Fishing for More Money"
is what came to me.
there is plenty floating past
to keep me going. . .
I'll just nudge the rest away.

the storm continued,
and the sound of many motorbikes nearby,
compelled us to hide our bicycles,
shivering in the rain,
soaked to the bone,
soon, one of us began to cry

A master goldsmith
never has to pan the sand
nor work in darkness;
good miners form good unions

let's cook rice,
in the clean rest room,
let's cook rice-let's eat rice

and buy silk ties for Sunday.

unsure whether hungry
or not,
together
we lit a fire anyway,
cooked rice,
and forced ourselves to eat.
*Tohoku refers to the northern
mountainous prefectures of Japan
translated.from the Japanese by members ofHarold Wright's
class, Antioch College.

poetry translation

Having discovered

AUGUST 15, 1945* / Tanikawa Shuntaro

MEN / Tanikawa Shuntaro

A duck was walking along
the man said
it cut across a path of dry white sand
that is what I remember

All men posses penises
Something they should remember for life,
they forget the next day.
Flick one switch and beautiful music
comes drifting in from beyond death,
and in that direction men
twist themselves up again and again.

I remember the voice
another man said
a voice sounding heartless and strange
but could you really call it Japanese?
I even talk like that at times

"Even when cut off from all hope,
We can't learn to live without hope."
Seeing a grain of rice on the floor
sprouting in some distant mud is what men dread.
So to pass their times of torment
they read of worse torment in their tales.
All men posses penises.

I was in bed
a woman said
drenched in sweat with a lover
we had a child who's now a gynecologist in Oregon
and has even taken out citizenship!

translated.from the Japanese
by Harold Wright

translatedfrom the Japanese
by Harold Wright

* The Day of Surrender on
which the Emperor of Japan
spoke to the people for the
first time on radio.
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THE GIFT OF THE CREATOR / Joseph Bruchac

The Six Nations Indian Museum is in the small northern
A dirondack town of Onchiota, New York. Built by Ray Fadden, the
Mohawk elder and teacher who is known to his people as Aren
Akweks, "High Eagle," it is a long log cabinfilled with more thanjust
artifacts and exhibits. Because of Ray Fadden's enduring bel ief in the
Iroquois heritage and his love of nature, it is a place of pilgrimage for
Native people and those who respect the Indian way. If you are quiet
and listen, he may read you one of the long wampum belts he has
beaded himself, belts which record stories such as this one, which is
my version of The Gift of the Creator.

Long ago, there was a Village of Iroquois people. An old man
dressed in ragged clothes came to that village. His hair was matted ,
his face dirty. He went to the door of the first longhouse. A Turtle
Shell above the door showed that it belonged to the Turtle Clan.
Among the Iroquois, it is the Clan Mothers who are the heads of the
households. So, when the old man pulled aside the skin hung in front
of the door and asked for food, the woman who was head of the Turtle
Clan came to the doorway.
"Go away, old man," she said. "We have no food to share."
The old man went to each of the longhouses in the Village in
turn and was turned away from every door. At last he came to one
longhouse with the carved head of a Bear over the door, marking it as
the Bear Clan's lodge. Before he could speak, the Clan Mother
welcomed the old man.
"Dah-joh, Grandfather," she said. "Come inside."
She sat the old man by the fire. She cleaned his face and combed
his hair and gave him a shirt to wear. She gave him food and when the
old man had eaten he slept.
The next day when he woke, he was ill. It was a sickness the
people often saw. They knew no cure for it, but the old man spoke to
the woman.
"Go into the forest," he said, "there is a certain herb you Will find
at the base of a certain tree. Bring it here, make it into a tea and give it
to me."
The woman did as he said. The old man drank the medicine and
his fever was gone and he slept. The next day, though, he was ill With
yet another sickness which the people could not cure. Again the old
man gave instructions.
"Go into the forest and dig a certain root. Pound it into a paste
and give it to me."
Again the Bear Clan woman did as she was told and again the old
man became well. So it went for many days. Each day the old man was

sick and each day the medicine he prescribed for himself cured his
sickness.
. when th e woman woke , the old man was .gone.
0 e m orning
h' thIn t
his plac~ was a b right light, shining brighter than the sun. Wit m
a
light she thought she could see the shaphe. o~ a ~~gl ~~i came to see
"I am t he Creator," said the tall , s ming i ur .
h
d e so
which of my people would follow my teachings. Onll y~u g~~eof on
,
th
d d u gh ter So I have given you and your peop e e i
~!~c~n : ." The~ the tall, shining figure whas gonek Fr~ ~~a~~al~ale~s.
members of the Bear Clan were those w o were no
thanks t o the gift of the Creator.

A SONG AT SEASON'S END / Joseph Bruchac

This winter, the hardest one I'v~ known,
My father's breath went from tlus world.
The s now was deeper than dreams of sun,
it covered our windows, filled my throat.
The cold was strong enough to choke
all of the words I though t I owned.
Late March has come, a new rain thru~s
the canvas, makes the d a rk woods m01st.
Mouths open into ancient song.
I know that it will not b~ long.
before I spin the bow dnll agam.
The fire will glow, the lava stones
look at the world wit h eyes 0 ~ fl~e ·
Within the sweat lodge we will smg .
emembering we are promised. nothing.
It is good reason t o j oin our voices,
for dead and living,
our breath reborn into song.
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THE GUACHERO BIRD CAVE / Joseph Bruchac

Asa Wright Preserve, Trinidad

The varying call of the cocoa thrush
sounds closer on the last drop of hill
where the walls of a gorge lean together
to make a sort of cave, its darkness
deep enough to hold a colony
of guachero birds. flyers in darkness
whose fat lit Carib and Arawak lamps.
Our flashlights glitter the eyes of birds,
coals burning in darkness, ancient as the memories
of the native people who harvested their young,
yet never took more than they needed,
never nuded the slopes, bulldozed away earth
to bleed red into an ocean stained
by the shores of islands north of here,
where waves wash against the Haitian waste
of lives we have not yet named.
At the edge of the gorge, stepping on wet stones,
our balance is uneasy as we come from darkness.
By the stream, the skull and a single femur
of an agouti glistens with the sun.
Washed here by high waters, it is white
as paper, a message I want to translate.
I want to speak what its skull tells,
what the roots of trees, hanging down from the cliff,
a half woven veil seeking lodgement in air
say I should share With a northern world
which seems to only understand metal,
only lives that are measured in financial balance.
As we climb the slope, I try to remember

the colors and calls of a hundred birds
I never saw wild before this morning.
There is so much I want only to leave
behind me, undisturbed as the air
which parts to accommodate their flight,
which fills their lungs and my own without prejudice,
a sharing which I pray may last
as many generations as sunrises to come.

THE SORROW OF SNOW / Dieter Weslowski

is not
the u sual
burning
of its cold, nor
the blue
d azzles
that sometimes
dance
upon its numbing
whites,
but the distance
to which
it abandons us,
blankly.

thoughts on a windy day / Kristin Brucker

outside the birds do not fly,
they are thrown through the air
by the wind.
their frail frames
silhouetted against the sky
provide an illusion
of free dom,
of fligh t .
but to r eally fly
one must first acquire
a certain disdain
for air.
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ILA LOETSCHER AND THE SEA TURTLES / Evelyn Sizemore
In 1965 Dearl Adams was in the fourth year of his pioneering
program to establish a Kemp's ridley sea turtle nesting colony on
South Padre Island, Texas. Ila Loetscher lived on the island, drove a
four-wheel drive jeep, and had expressed an interest in the turtle
project. Dearl invited her to join the caravan on its trek to the r emote
Rancho Nuevo beach in the Mexico state of Tamaulipas where they
would camp until they could gather 2000 ridley eggs which they would
bring back to incubate in the protected sand of Padre Island.
Hypothetically, this would imprint the turtles so that when the
females matured they would return to t eir natal beach, in this case
Padre Island, to nest and lay their
:1
Jgs.
The following year Dearl askeu ~. now a stalwart member of the
beach team, if she would keep three of the ridley hatchlings in order
to record their growth rate, diet and habits. Little was known about
the sea turtles at that time, and Ila was to open the door to a better
understanding of these unique marine animals.
Ila Loetscher soon became known as the Turtle Lady of South
Padre Island. The pilot trio of ridleys were joined by turtles found
stranded on the beach and brought to Ila for care in cement tanks in
her back yard. Through the years she has kept and cared for ridleys,
hawksbills, greens and loggerheads, giving them a safe home until they
are strong enough to return to the wild, keeping those who cannot
through their entire lives.
Ila has devoted the past twenty-five years of her life to the sea
turtles. Because of the publicity she has inspired, both the scientific
and private communities world wide have become keenly aware of the
critical status of all sea turtles. When Ila began her work, the Kemp's
ridley turtle had been identified as a species less than twenty years
and had already shown a staggering population decline. Her work has
inspired the establishment of an impressive program by the
governments of Mexico and the United States to enhance and restore
the ridley populations.

Editor's Note: In 1974, 20,000 Kemp's ridley sea turtles nested at Rancho Nuevo beach in
Mexico. By 1989, the number of nesting sea turtles had plummeted to only 650. The reasons for
this decline are easy to identify--shrimping nets drown the sea turtles where they feed along the
coastlines, Mexicans hunt them for food, their hides for boots, and their shells for a variety of
uses. The situation is as complex as it is dire. Currently, all sea turtles are on the Endangered
Species List, and without strong positive action on their behalf by governments and private
citizens alike, they will soon be only a memory of something that was once beautiful and unique; a
memory of what can never be again.

For information on how you can help save the sea turtles, write Sea Turtle Inc., 5805 Gulf
Boulevard, P.O. Box 2775, South Padre Island, Texas 78597; or call (512) 761-2544.

Ila Loetscher with stranded Kemp's ridley sea turtle /
photo by Evelyn Sizemore
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Digging for Angels / Michael Delp
"Every angel is terrifying"

clothes are burning on the lawn. Everyone else i~ asleep. You wait, you
think for a pair of wings to slip up out of your nb cage, wet and .
liste~in in this first light. You want only to rise a~ay, turn a1:1d circle,
coking own at the tapestry of your life you so ~atiently wove into a
cloth so dense it would stop your own fist. You nse, then ~ollaps~ your
wings and free fall, passing through, each strand of your life waving
after you.

f

Rilke

Out late at night sifting through layers of leaves until I find a warm
place in the dirt. I put my ear to the ground and listen for the slight
b ating of wings, th n push my hand down through the soil. I hold it
there, as if it were dancing in thin air, waving it back and forth, until I
feel something cold and sharp running up my palm. Something is
tracing my life line, heart line, some finger is moving in the rifts of my
hand. "Lay down," she says, "put your hands behind your back and fly
toward me." After hours of darkness, we rest somewhere under the
earth, tired of flying. When she turns her head toward me I feel the
heat from her face, notice her eyes look like two old fires. And her
face is shifting. There are women in there I know: grandmothers.
mothers, the face of my mother's dead sister. When I slide close she
cups her hands around my face, begins to pack my entire body up into
a tiny ball of flesh, letting me rest. only for an instant between her
breasts. I try to whisper something I know, and when I get to the
word "love" she tosses me up toward the other world, that place
where I slide up close to the women I know, looking into their eyes,
positive I see specks of fire, or how, if I laid between their breasts, I
might be able to hear the sound of stars collapsing, or the sound of
horrible Wings lifting my heart out of my body.

cf

Hustlers Who Look Like Hustlers Have A Hard Time / Carol Tinker

Tell me what you want, tell me
That you're ready, tell me
When it's time
Five days into loneliness,
Chords in sequence, somber while
The bright afternoon sun fractions
Light and shade.

Taking Leave / Michael Delp

Five days into loneliness

"the secret rudder in the migratory bird flock"
Transtromer

You begin to pack your things, prepare the duffel of your body, and
each time you put something in, a photo perhaps, or an envelope with
your daughter's blonde hair, you feel yourself trembling inside, each
cell shaking like an aspen leaf in the wind. Something inside you is in
motion. You call it the stirring of chemicals, something glandular you
think, something sharp and acrid as if the entire month of October
had taken up residence in your adrenal glands. And suddenly you are
standing in your own doorway. Not going in, but headed out. You have
nothing in your hands. The car keys are buried behind the house, your

Dark with prison;
This is strange news.
This place is called Sugar Cane Reef,
Seeing you forever and too long.

WHO COULD CARE TO GIVE A NUMBER / Carol Tinker

Who could care to give a number
To this festival of events?
I in your old shirt
Have made to blossom the
cymbidiums and the lady slipper.
The dying beaucarnia fems
After four years of nurture have come back
But our garden
The storms turned into something else:
Things died, drowned, things proliferated
unaccountably.
This is a festival, it is life, it is change.
What is done is gone.
What was here is not here. Give
Something new
Give your lonely self the
Sense of continuity, instead of
The machete of old shirts, walking
Through dying pear trees.

SYNERGISM III / Martin Pleiss

JU.."1e 13t

l I

1948

Big Sur, California
Dear .....r. Kitasono,
i..:y €,;ood friend, l~enneth _,exroth, t l!~ ~a_ if crr.ia
poet who reoently won a ~uggenheim "i'ellowship, has just ·::ri tten we
sugges·i;ing that I get in touch \7i th you aocut the possible transla
tion and publication of m.y wo~k in Japan. boubting very ~uch that
you have ever heard of me, I run taking the liber~y of sendin~ you
herewith (enclosed) a list of my books to date. You could then tell
me, perhaps, which books you think suitable to o:'1:'e r the Japanese
;iublic at this time. 'l'he books orisinally :Jublished in .?aris ( in
E~lish), which are still banned here and in tile -ritish Empire,
Will probably be impossible to consi cier, at least until our 1J.ilit~ry
g overru..ent of .Japan ceases. I mean such oo oks as 11 :be -·rc:p i c af
Ja_"1cer, "Tropic of .:;apricorn".

I have .met a mu:.ber of ~ericans 'r7ho were in the occup ation
forces \7ho have spoken most highly of your ? eople and your country.
I a.IL. only slightly acquainted with .Japanese literature, in transla
tion, of course. 1 have read Dr . Suzuki's r1orks on ~en ;:mddhisni,
an d Lady : ..uraseki, to be sure, and the marvelous Japanese ~eiry tale5
and lee,ends interpreted by Lafae.dio .1e arn. '.i:ea1·s ago I ha6 o .:-a pa 
nese student living With me, in .Brooklyn • .,..11 I re1:..elliber nov; or
3•c•ur like
language
1s 11 the word for "Good :uorning ! ", which s unus in .... n lish
"Ohio!
0
,11th the 11st or my "i'lorks I also enclose an ort ic le about
a rather unique book, done by the silk s c~een process, whio:L :....1~
:::-•.,,srest you. Also a. copy of a letter to the author of "Really the
.Blues", which you may never have heard ot.
Before the ~ar I had a few essays published in the Jhinese
literary review--"T'ien Hsia", originally in Shan~hai, I believe.
Ly dear
sir,reaches
I should
this letter
ever
you.be v ery pleased to hear fron you, i f
i.•os t ::;incerely yours ,

~~

night of figure / Katue Kitasono (1975)
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AQUA / Kazuko Shiraishi
MILKY WAY/ Kazuko Shiraishi

"the bead split in two half went east and turned Japanese
half went west and turned Hungarian"
said Otto
his eyes already aqua
he drinks Wine from the cup of the earth's western palace
washing blond hair
by the river of blood
repeatedly for c nturies

and the night before last
we traced back even 50,000 years

translated.from the Japanese
by John Solt
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5,000 years from now

Kikuchi-San and I Will be
drinking potato wine in the Milky Way
as we gaze at the appearance
and disappearance of butterfly-like planets .
but there will be no way for fossilized Kikuch1-san and I
to touch illusion and poetry

but
in the recesses of his reticent words
I smell alfalfa
racing stormy Wind blows from the east
over the centuries a man
groomed manes of the spirits
he is still combing away

""J

last night in Kitakami I went drinking with Kikuchi-san
we traced back 5,000 years
to the Sahara's marvelous butterflies, people's lives
we spoke of bones
and walls around houses
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BEING / Kazuko Shiraishi

there was something similar on an Amazonian slope
and in Indonesian jungles
it flew lightly on wings
vanishing like vertigo after a split-second trip
but
it did exist
as light and shadow fleetingly copulated
slightly quivering the silent air

translatedfrom the Japanese
by John Solt
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John Solt

there was poetry
only at the most useless times
at first, before we knew each other
and at the end. after we no longer
talked

my "syllabary"
-'88
Shohachiro Takahashi

John Solt

crickets tum up their amps
hot springs water gurgles
into an outside stone tub
steam climbs the mountain
Willows and bamboo
parade as ghosts
three o'clock in the morning
not a soul in sight
this water must be healing
my whole past slips away
like an ice cube
then returns encapsulated
in a single silver sliver of memory

WINTER FIRE / Paul Marion

mother and child
watch at Window
like red-winged blackbirds
ashes land on snow
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Like A Rose That Slips / Gina Bergamino

You/ LilaDloboha

thru some girl's

I've got to stop thinking about you over borscht
at my mother-in-law's, I feel my tits rise and the poodle
notices it

hand lost
like words
in a Lifshin
poem unfolding
under blood
moon sky

PIPEDREAM 1 / Martin Matz

hair glass
branches skin
raw opals gleaming
40 years like marbles

falling falling turning
west pulling lips stars
apples colors moving
spinning rolling never end
ing 'til

Lila Dlaboha

So I'm a line across your heart which is a street really that talks dirty
for the fun of it, yeah, it's true! that night we talked dirty
had absolutely no plot, and I think I was kissing myself actually,
but while you sleep I imagine touching your open lips in the dark
sparkling with the indigo of empty street curbs and free lifts to
September

There are sacrificial whispers
to the North
beyond the river Ping
where the elephant dreams
dress in yellow leaves
and ancient spirits
wing down the barrel of my pipe
the hills are drenched
with poppy blood
and a red moon
drowns
at the edge of my molten eye
This is the land
of the reclining Buddha
the little wheel
the water buffaloes' last dance
This is the place
of green legends
of silk and silver teak
where incense mingles
with a cobra's breath
and in these hills alone
the chef
with his lamp
is King
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POSSIBILITIES / Denise Thomas

Thin ice covers the road
away from here. Everyone
else in my house is
dreaming, even this thin fire.
The phone at my elbow tells
me I am thirty-five
and have no one to call·
the whiskey at my fing~rtips
tells me it's just as well.
Today my oldest asked me
if I can talk to angels.
I told him, sure, I do
it all the time; of course
he did not believe me.
But the angels tell me
there is ice west as far
as they can see, snow north
well into Canada, and forget
the South because I would not
like it. They nod their heads
emphatically. They tell me
I should stay here, I should
take care of things.
It's getting cold,
they say, and look blankly
at the fire. I put on
another log, I sit back down
in wonder. I never knew
they could be cold; it
never occurred to me at all.

COUNTY ROAD NO. 9 / David Adams

crowding the horizon. Once, I loved
a woman who believed such wisps
were messengers sent among the faithful.
In this county where the Christians
struggle all their lives against fertility,
each field as busy as a spirit's tongue,
I'm left to wonder, bent
to rake my hand across some leaves.
Ladybugs preying by the legion
in the mounds of earth
that imitate the lumpy graves.
Standing, watching blackbirds swoop
into the sucking air before the storm.
The blanched grass quivering.
angels silver in the blackest clouds.

A SONG TOWARD DISAPPEARANCE/Michael Wilds
for Marcella Carri

I understand the game is spelling-
backwards, live is evil-direction is everything.
Choosing makes it real.
Still the promise is, I won't
let go of your hand in the dark.
You are safe here between the echoes,
between the dreamings.

I crouch amid the jaundiced oaks
that line the graveyard at Plain Church.
West, beyond the small brick parsonage,

We have this plan to be duck's backs,
to sing our mortality hoarse,
and when they tell us: dance a little faster,
to grin like the best Cheshire dentures and
dance the damn moon out of the sky.

a low, metallic echo where a cutter
chews the feed com's endless rows
like a huge green mantis.

Shhh, soft shoes, it's just some footsteps in the hall,
tree fingers itching the clapboards, and testing the window's glass.

The faintness of the yellow plume
it tows suggests a ghostly windsock
drifting from the thunderheads

Shhh, the slightest tune's enough to push the evil past.
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RELIQUARY/ Michael Wilds
I. TWILIGHT

Softly, the shadow maker tiptoes from the sky
and the night comes back
·
to rattle doorknobs,
comes back--again,
slain and resurrected-the black spawn of itself.
And the new moon spreads itself out moaning like a cat.
And the new moon.
m oaning like the wind through a hole forever
lays across the stars and blacks them
·
makes a brave erasure of all heaven, '
makes a fixed and dilated pupil of the day.
II. DUSK

The scent of darkness rouses the Banshee
asleep in my Gaelic blood
~d m akes that bit of fictive Ireland, that remnant,
nse u p screaming in my veins--a heritage
full of mammoth thirsts and hungers,
full of nerveless stares and toothless angers.
full of restless necessities. pacing the aisles of my soul.
ID. DARK

And You ...and I...and We .. .are reliquaries only
chalices of genes,
'
a few handfuls of mindless proteins
chained to the double h elix-a book of pages inscribed already
with the immutable texts of our progenitors.
And this negates free will.
And th~s defeats all holy intona tions--the aboriginal sin.
And th~s confo~nds the upward slanting chants of brown monsignors,
folded into their robes of office, gnawing at the fruit of the tree.

CONTRIBUTOR'S NOTES
Fahrni Abboushi is a Palestinian working on an M.A. at
the University of Cincinnati. He ls a writer of poetry and
short stories. David Adams r eceived his MFA from
Bowling Green University, Ohio, and is currently teaching
Engineering Communications at Cornell University, New
York. His latest book is North in to Love (1984, Quarry
Press) , and a new collection, Shaped Like a Heart, will be
out in 1991. Akiyama Yasuko was born in Okayama,
Japan. She received a bachelor s in education from
Okayama University, then m oved to Yellow Springs, OH,
where she now resides. Currently, she teaches Japanese at
Wright State University, and she will begin teaching
Japanese at An ioch College in the fall. Her deepest
interests lie in poetry, theater and language teaching. Ivan
Arguelles' most recent book LOOKING FOR MARY LOU,
with photos by Craig Stockfleth (Rock Steady Press, SF),
received The Poetry Society of America's William Carlos
Williams Award for 1989. His poetry has been widely
published in such magazines as A braxas, Yellow Silk, and
Calaha n. Presently. he resides in California. Gina
Bergamino's work has appeared in B lack Bear Review,
New York Quarterly, Poet Lore, and many other magazines.
Two of h er chapbooks: Black + Blue Holiday and MY Name
Isn't Richard Brautlgan were published in 1989. Joseph
Bruchac is author of seven books of Native American folk
storie s. He has been writer-in-residence at Hamilton
College and Columbia University, a s well as a teacher of
Native American Literature at the State University of New
York at Albany. His poems and s tories have appeared in
American Poetry Review, The Paris Re view , Cricket and
numerous other publications. Currently, Bruchac recounts
Native American myths and legends from the Abenaki and
Iroquois traditions, and offers a lecture/workshop on
telling stories and generating writin g from folk material at
the Greenfield Center, NY. For more information (518)
584-1 728 Kristin Brucker is an Ohio poet currently
finishing an English degree at Wright State University. She
has organized readings of local women poets and loves the
moon. David Chorlton ls the co-editor of 1he Signal, a bi
yearly arts, literature and ideas publication in Idaho. He
currently resides in Arizona . Ira Cohen, born February 3,
1935 to deaf parents, learned to spell with his fingers when
he was only one. In 1961 h e took a Yugoslavian freighter to
Tangier where he lived for four years and published
Gnaoua , a magazine devoted to exorcism. In New York he
directed the phantasmagorical film The Invasion of
Thunderbolt Pagoda and produced Paradise Now, a film of
the Living Theatre's historic American tour in 1968. In
1970 he went to the Himalayas where he started the
Starstreams Poetry Series under the imprint of Bardo
Matrix in Kathmandu, publishing the work of Paul Bowles,
Gregory Co rso and Charles Henri Ford. among others.
Equally known for his photography, he has had numerous
shows. His latest adventures have taken him to Ethiopia
and then to India where he photographed & videoed the
Kumbh Mela. His books include 7 Marvels, Poems from the
Cosmic Crypt, Gilded Splinters, From the Divan of'Pefra
Vogt, Stauffenberg Cycle & Other Poems, and On Feet of
Gold. Karen DeHart is a senior fine arts major at Wright

State concentrating in printmaking and painting. Her
work has been represented in various regional shows. She
lives in Troy, Ohio with her husband and three daughters.
Michael Delp is the author of six books, the most recent
being Over the Graves of Horses. He has been published in
numerous magazines, including Poetry Northwest,
Southern Poetry Review, and Passages North Currently, he
is Director of Creative Writing at Interlachen Arts
Academy. Lila Dlaboha is a Ukrainian poet who lives
and works in New York City. She has been published
internationally, and presently works as an editor of
Gallery, for which she writes book reviews. Charles Henri
Ford was born in 1913 in Brookhaven, Mississippi, and by
the age of 16 had already begun the small magazine Blues.
Two years later, he sojourned to Paris and the salons of
Gertrude Stein, Natalie Barney, and Marie-Louise
Bousquet, quickly becoming friends with those of the
Expatriate colony in Montparnasse and Saint-Germain
les-Pres. In 1933, the novel The Youn~ and Evil written in
collaboration with Parker Tyler, was published in Paris;
and banned in America and England. In 1938, four years
after returning to New York, his first full-length book of
poems The Garden of Disorder was published, with an
introduction by William Carlos Williams. He began the
magazine View in 1940, publishing the first monograph on
Marcel Duchamp and the first book translations of Andre
Breton's poems. Two new collections of poems, The
Overturned Lake and Sleep in a Nest of Flames. were
published during the forties. 1955 saw an exhibition of 30
Italy photographs at London's Institute of Contemporary
Art; and in 1956, his first one-man show of paintings and
drawings in Paris--the catalog foreword by Jean Cocteau.
A colorphoto-litho book, Spare Parts, 1966; a book of
collage poems, Silver Flower Coo, 1968; a feature film,
Johnny Minotaur, 1971; and selected poems, Fla~ of
Ecstasy, 1972. There's more, but we need some space in
Nexus for artists' works. Last we heard, Charles Henri
Ford was in Greece. Donald Fuston has self-published
three books of poetry: Electric Boredom at Dead End
House; Lowfat Poems for Overwei~ht Minds: Ouch. Jessica
Hines is an Assistant Professor of Photography at
Georgia Southern College. Her photographs have been
exhibited in numerous one person shows, including those
held at Exhibit "A" Gallery (Savannah), Meremec Gallery
(St. Louis) and Arkansas State University Gallery. She has
also exhibited in many selected competitive group shows.
Kitasono Katue (1902-1978), born in Asama village
near Ise Shrine, was Japan's leading avant-garde poet
during the middle fifty years of the 20th centwy. At twenty
three years of age, Kitasono became editor of the avant
garde magazine Ge-Gjmgjgam-Prrr-Gjmgem. Kitasono,
along with his brothers Ueda Toshio a,nd Tamotsu. is
credited with being the first to introduce Surrealism to
Japan and to write original Surrealist verse. Disapproving
of the French Surrealists' descent into political
entanglement, the Japanese trio issued a bilingual
manifesto (in Japanese and English) declaring that they
would independently carry on their "scientific" Surrealism.
Kitasono's first book of poetry, Shiro no arabumu (White
Album), came out in 1929 and caused immediate shock
waves in the literary world. Not only was Surrealism's
influence apparent, but one could also detect strands of
Dadaism, Constructivism, Expressionism, Futurism, and
what would later be called "Concrete Poetry." In 1935
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Kitasono founded the VOU Club a n d its organ VO U
magazine (1935-1940, 1946-1978). The club consisted
mainly of poets, but also welcomed a va nt-garde creators
who were musicians, painters, arch itects, potters, Jazz
critics, etc.
Robert Hill Long h as recent and
forthcoming work in Poetry, Virginia Quarterly Review , and
Massachusetts Review . To d ate, h e has one book
published, The Power to Die (Cleveland State). He teaches
at Clark University. Paul Marlon lives in Dracut ,
Massachusetts, on the north bank of the Merrimack ruver.
His most recent collectio n of p oetry is Middle Distance
(Loom Press, 1989). He has publis h ed poems a nd essays in
Alaska Quarterly Review , Zone 3, West B ranch. B ostonia,
and others. New work forthcoming in Yankee, Santa Clara
Review and Beat Scene (England) . He ls a free-lance writer

and arts administrator. Martin Matz knows more
countries like the palm of his hand than most people have
fingers and toes. An active poet for the past three decades,
Matz has published two books, Time Waits and Pipe
Dreams. Matz is currently at large in Thailand, making
frequent expeditions to Rangoon and beyond with his wife,
Barbara, a musician and filmmaker. Valery Oisteanu ls a
poet and an artist who was born in Russia and raised in
Romania. After a much publicized escape from Romania in
1972, he arrived in New York in 1973. He immediately set
out to find other surrealist writers and concentrated on
writing in his new language. His first book, published in
Romania, was entitled Prothesis. In 1977 Underground
Shadows was published in New York, followed by
Underwater Temples ln 1979. Do Not Defuse in 1982 was
followed by Vis a Vis Bali in 1985, by New Observations
Press in New York. His most recent book, Passport to
Eternal Life, was published in May 1990 by PASS Press.
PASS is an abbreviation for Poets and Artists Surreal
Society. Valery Oisteanu also writes short stories and is
presently working on a new book titled Forgotten
Penguins. For the past four years he has been an art critic
for an art paper called Cover Arts. New York. He has
performed his poetry in many locations throughout New
York, always to warm and enthusia stic response. Martin
Pleiss is a senior B.F.A. art student at Wright State
University. He lives in Yellow Springs, OH. He uses art to
express his deepest feelings, interpret phases of his life,
and to explore unknown territories. Michael Rodgers
received his B.F.A. degree from Wright State University in
1984, and a M.F.A. in Printmaking from Columbia
University, New York, in 1987. He has shown in numerous
exhibitions, including the Grumacher Emerging Artists
Exhibition 1987 (National Arts Club, New York),
Spontaneity (Rasdall Gallery, University of Kentucky) , a
one-person show at the Carnegie Arts Center (Covington,
Kentucky), Gallery 303 (Georgia Southern College). He has
taught at Dayton Art Institute, Northern Kentucky
University, Sinclair Community College, and is presently
an Assistant Professor of Art at Georgia Southern College,
Statesboro. Karlis Racevskis completed
his
undergraduate and graduate education in New York,
receiving a B.A. and an M.A. from the City College of New
York and a Ph.D. in French from Columbia University. He
has written widely on questions relating to French
literature, to literary and cultural criticism. He has been
teaching at Wright State University since 1972 and will
become a member of the Department of French and Italian
at The Ohio State University, fall 1990. Faiza Shereen

was born in Alexandria, Egypt. She has been in the Uni :I
States for fifteen years and is an English professor at ).
She is an author, poet, and writer of critical essa
Shiraishi Kazuko is Japan's most famous
flamboyant poet. Dubbed "le rock star de la poesie" 1
Paris, she has read her poetry at international poe y
gatherings from Genova to Jerusalem, from Manila to r v
York, from Bhopal to Mexico City. She. more than anyc
else in the Japanese poetry scene, has defined
postmodern: by reading with Jazz and avant-gar -!
musicians as well as Butoh and strip dancers. For man f
her longer poems, Ms. Shiraishi wears specially-deslg i
costumes by Shinoda Yoshimi, and for the past sev 1
years her performances have been pleasantly spiced w ,_
the new-wave stage sets of Hishinuma Nobuhiko. In t
West she is best known for her selected poems, Season~ if
Sacred Lust (New Directions, New York: 1978), transla -:l
by Kenneth Rexroth, Carol Tinker and others. For inquir s
about her current work or reading schedule, contact Pi t
Sand Studio, 411 Hoel Nishiogi Mansion, 2-9-15 Nishi J
kita, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 167, Japan. Evelyn Sizemo ,
along with Ila Loetscher, is director of Sea Turtle Inc.
corporation set up in 1978 to aid and assist ln t !
preservation and protection of the Kemp's ridley s
turtles . John Solt is a consummate translator f
Japanese poetry, and respected poet in his own rigl
Recently, he completed his dissertation, "Shredding t e
Tapestry of Meaning: The Poetry and Poetics of Kitaso )
Katue (1902-1978)" at Harvard University. Scholar a 1
archivist of the Japanese avant-garde, he is the author f
The Memories Are More Than I Can Remember (One Mi. i
Don't Press, Tokyo, 1980), Underwater Balcony (Kaijins - 1
Press . Japan, 1988) and anything you don't want you c 1
have (X World Congress of Poets, Thailand, 1988). He ls 1
Assistant Professor of Japanese Literature at Amber
College in Massachusetts. Takahashi Shohachh
debuted in Kitasono Katue's VOU Group in April 1957. J
was first active as a word poet and only later as a vis l
artist doing photographic and collage work. Over the pa t
twenty years he has distinguished himself internationa l ,
as the leading representative of Japan in exhibits of w l
once was called "Concrete Poetry" but is now commor ,
referred to as 'Visual Poetry." He runs a design company
Morioka, Iwate Prefecture, and is the current cow
designer for GUI magazine ln Tokyo. Takahashi is b e t
known for his 1968 book sculptures or "poesieanimatior :
Kaze ('Wind"). Tori ("Bird") _a ~d Ka~e ("Shadow"), as well .: ,
his spinning poem, "Environmental Circuit, 1967." T '.!
Harvard-Yenching Library in Cambridge, Massachuse t
will hold an exhibit of Takahashi's book designs
autumn, 1990. Tanikawa Shuntaro is Japan's m o
popular poet, having published over two hundred books, 1 ~
which many were written for children. He has publisht I
widely in the United States, including The Selected Poerr ·
(trans. Harold Wright, North Point Press). At Midnight ' ;
the Kitchen I Just Wanted to Talk to You and Coca Co • 1
Lessons (Prescott Street Press). One quirk of Tanikawa's ;
that in addition to the primary bulk of work, he also wrltt,
specific poems for the popular media of Japan. Howeve
he asserts that both realms of his work have the san.. ';
aesthetic foundati on. Denise Thomas' poetry h a ,
appeared in numerous literary journals, and she has wor ·
forthcoming in College English, The Texas Review, a n 3
other magazines. She is co-editor of The Best of the We ,
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an annual fi ction anthology. She received a 1989-90
Individual Artist Fellowship from the Ohio Arts Council for
her poetry. Dwight Thompson was born March 4, 1945, in
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. At 18 he caught a Norwegian
freighter to England, then made his way to Italy and Paris
where he lived for free in a Pigalle whorehouse. A year later,
he returned to New York . In 1964 he went to work on an
off-shore drilling rig in t h e Gulf of Mexico, and in 1965 he
returned to Paris, traveled E urope and lived in a Trappist
monastery in southwestern France. Returning to the U.S.,
he wrote songs for the roc k group It's A Beautiful Day.
Later, he produced his own records. Recently, he has been
travelling the U.S and Europe with Gregory Corso, reading
his poetry. (Excerpt from the introduction by Martin Matz
to THROUGH CHAMELEON SEAS (The Yarra Press, 1984,
San Francisco.) Carol Tinker is author of The Pillow Book
of Carol Tinker, a selection of twenty years work, published
in 1978, Cadmus Ed itions. Sh e lives ln Santa Barbara,
California, U.S.A and has recently completed a new book
of poems , as well a s work on the opera libretto, Geode. She
is collecting m aterial for a documentary film on Kenneth
Rexroth--television tapes from many countries, videos and
other visual a rchives. . Dieter Weslowski is the recipient
of the first J ohn Gardner Poetry Prize for his book THE
BIRD WHO STEALS EVERYTHING SHINING (MSS Press
S.U.N.Y.--Binghampton, N.Y.). He currently resides with his
wife, Kelly, in Providence , RI. where he earns his keep as a
Mental Health Worker at Bu tler Hospital. He will be the
featu red "foreign poet" in this summer's issue of Poetry
Canada Review, and w ill also be appearing in a
forth coming anthology from Black Tie Press. Michael
Wilds is a winner of the E leanor Kentor Kohler Award for
outstanding contributions to the arts, the 1988 Herbert L.
Hughes Award, the 1988 Judson Q. Owen Fellowship, and
the 1989 Edward Moses Award. In addition. he has won the
V.H. Adair Poetry Competition, the 1988, '89, and '90 Spring
Harvest Poetry Competition, the 1989 Minotaur Press
Poetry Chapbook Competition, and is a finalist in the
1990 Raymond Carver Contest. A collection of his work
will soon a ppear in a volume titled In a Dream (four poets)
published by Minotaur Press. Conditioned Response will
be printing a collection of his work entitled On the Shores
of Easter Island due to a ppear in March of 1990. Wilds is a
past editor of the Spring Harvest and Best Cellar poetry
anthologies , as well as a founding editor of Hard Copies: an
anthology offiction. His poetry, essays, short fiction, and
reviews have appeared in numerous publications
including The Literary Review, The Shakespeare Quarterly,
Louisiana L iterature, The Rectangle, Minotaur, Protea, and
Conditioned Response. Wilds is currently completing his
Masters degree in poetry at the University of Southern
California.
Harold Wright is one of the foremost
translators of Japa nese poetry in the United States. He
spent two years doing r esearch and working on h~s own
manusc ript in Kyoto , Japan, and recently received a
National Endowment for the Arts fellowship to translate
the work of Tanikawa Shuntaro. Currently a resident of
Yellow Springs, OH, h e teaches Japanese at Antioch
College. Yamaguchi Tsubaki was shot at close range by
an American in an airplane during the final months of
World War II, a nd he has a hole in his chest to prove it. Son
of a geisha, he is one of Japan's most prolifi~ and versatile
writer/artist/musicians. A consummate celhst and avant
garde composer, he fills Tokyo concert halls twice a year

with solo performances. He writes and lllustrates erotic
novels and has frequently been commissioned to paint
ballerinas for the Bolshoi Ballet Hall entranceway in
Moscow. Lately, he has been active as a playwright, and his
"Konya wa Roberto" (Tonight It's Roberto) is currently
touring Japan to wide critical acclaim.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Ira Cohen's "Rudraksh" first appeared in On Feet of Gold (Synergetic
Press. Inc., London, 1986) / / Martin Matz' "Pipedream I" first appeared in Pipe Dreams (?) / /
Shiraishi Kazuko's "AQUA", "BEING" and "MILKY WAY'' first appeared in Burnin~ Meditation
(Seichisha Press, Tokyo, 1986) // Charles Henri Ford's "XXXIII'' and "XXXVII" first appeared in
Om Krishna I: Special Effects (Open Studio Print Shop, NY, 1979). and "IX" and "XXIII" in Om
Krishna II: From the Sickroom of the Walking Eagles (Open Studio Print Shop, NY, 1981). Dwight
Thompson's 'The Wreck" and "The Doe" first appeared in THROUGH CHAMELEON SEAS (The
Yarra Press, SF_, 1984) // Carol Tinker's "who could care to give a number" first appeared in a
Japanese limited edition collection of various poets titled Trap (Katjinsha, Tokyo, 1987).

